
Associated Students Legislative Council Meeting 
Wednesday, February 24, 2010 
5:00 pm, State St. Room, University Center 
 

Call to Order 
The Council was called to order at 5:05 p.m., by the INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT, Chris 
Wendle 
 
Roll Call 
Chris Wendle 
Josue Aparicio 
Timothy Benson 
Fabian Gallardo 
Alexandra Onodera 
Veronica Smith 
Stanley Tzankov 
Michael Hewitt Jr. 
Adam Goldman 
Chloe Stryker 
Casey Capachi 
Abigail Cordova 
Beth Goodman 
Jason Lopez  
Andrew "Jake" Elwood  
Jamie Silverstien  
Barbara De la Torre 
Araceli Aceredo  
Elizabeth Farrington  
Daniel Gradias 
Jasmine Davenport 
Sammie Maramba-Ferrell. 
 
Joel Mandujano was recognized at 5:07 pm 
Alex Marroquin was recognized at 5:07 pm. 
Chloe Stryker was recognized at 5:15 pm 
Elizabeth Farrington was recognized at 5:29 pm.  
 
Acceptance of Excused Absences 
 
Stanley Tzankov: I would like to be excused from 8-9:30 pm, if I find a proxy. 
 
Josue Aparicio: I would like to be excused from 8-10:00 pm and I do have a proxy. 
 
Jason Lopez: I would like to be excused from 6-7:30 pm and I do have a proxy. 



 
Timothy Benson: I would like to be excused at 12:00 am. 
 
Jake Elwood: I would like to be excused from 8-10:00 pm and I will have a proxy. 
 
Mike Hewitt: I would like to be excused at 12:00 am 
 
Chloe Stryker: I would like to be excused from 8-10:00 pm. 
 
Alexandra Onodera: I would like to be excused from 6:30 to 8:30 pm. 
 
Sammie Maramba-Ferrell: I would like to be excused from 7:30 to 9:00 pm. 
 
Joel Mandujano: I came to the meeting to ask to excuse myself from the rest of the meeting 
 
Fabian Gallardo: I would like to be excused from 8-10:00 pm. 
 
MOTION made by Adam Goldman, and SECONDED by Jake Elwood to approve all excused 
absences. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT.  
 
Acceptance of Proxies 
 
Josue Aparicio: I have a proxy coming in at 8:00 pm, his name is Roy Rodriguez. 
 
Joel Marroquin: My proxy for the remainder of the meeting will be Gary. 
 
Fabian Gallardo: My proxy is Anthony Echeverra. 
 
Stanley Tzankov: My proxy will be Matt Saad. 
 
MOTION made by Adam Goldman, and SECONDED by Josue Aparicio to accept all proxies. 
MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Announcements 
Jeremy Ellie: I am representing American Students for Israel. March 1st we are going to have 
Sergeant Benjamin Anthony, a former Israeli Defense Force soldier. He is going to tell his 
experiences and share the difficulties he has to deal with and some of the good that came from 
being part of the Israeli defense forces. 
 
Public Forum 
1. Noor: There was a proposal by ASI to condemn the Irvine 11. I wanted to point out three 
points. The first is the Irvine 11 speech they used was not hateful, and as soon as they had made 
their comments they were asked to leave and they did so. The AS of UCSD and UCLA students 
stand in solidarity and passed proposals. Other groups would like to see this happen here, we 
would like to refuse the proposal that was presented here. The MSU was mentioned often in the 
proposal and I think that was prejudice, why wouldn’t you expand that to the entire student body. 



The proposal is going against your right of civil disobedience. What they did was peaceful and 
no violent, yes it was disruptive if you prevent these people from speaking out; they were 
speaking truth in the presence of power. It’s interesting that ASI is making this proposal and 
Irvine 11 is not here to represent their point of view, to defend themselves.  

 
Fabian Gallardo: Have you looked at the revised one? 
 
Nor: Yes I have. I still believe that these incidents are not allowed to occur here. If people speak 
out for Karl Rove are they going to be accused to leave? At Irvine they were not resistant, it’s not 
violent. 
 
Adam Goldman: yield to Jeremy 
 
Jeremy: If people have the right to disrupt the speaker its going cause a lot of fighting on every 
speech that goes on campus. There should be a penalty for that.  
 
Noor: It’s blown out of proportion; they chose who to answer the question. At Karl Rove there 
will be no open microphone. If someone does something like that it’s justifiable, they are not 
being able to give their opinion on how they feel about the speaker 
 
Jeremy: Was there no open microphone? 
 
Nor: When the last person was taken out and arrested he continued to speak for 30 minutes. 
 
Jason Lopez: The same way that they were kept from talking weren’t they stopping other people 
from speaking and asking more questions? 
 
Noor: If the opposing students stood up, said something and left then I don’t see the harm in 
that. If the opposing students stayed and kept saying inconsiderate comments then that would 
cause a problem. There was a student from UCR who was not from UCI and not part of the MSU 
and UCR is also threatening him of repulsion, that’s too much. The fact that they left willingly 
and then were arrested says something. 
 
Alexandra Onodera: Has any definite punishment been given to these people? 
 
Noor: Not yet, there is a lot of pressure being put on both sides to expel them.  
 
2. Jessie Huls: Co-chair of Commission Disability and Equality and I haven’t been appointed 
yet. March 3rd we have a campaign titled “Spread the word to end the word”.  We are a Special 
Olympics events studies and we are trying to spread awareness to not use the R word in a 
derogatory manner. 
 
3. Ian: I am here to speak on the behalf of the resolution submitted by the College Democrats 
about Karl Rove coming here. We are arguing that because $12, 933 from student money is 
going to fund him. We don’t oppose him coming here what done is done. We believe that since 
student money is going to the event we will be able to ask questions from a microphone. 



Obviously, the College of  Republicans don’t want this because of the incident that occurred at 
Irvine. Once again, student money did go to this event and we should be able to ask questions. I 
urge you guys to support this resolution. We did introduce the petition yesterday and by the end 
of the day we already collected hundreds of signatures.  

 
4. Jeremy: I was informed by the president today for the same event that I just handed out, we 
got $1,000 from AS, but no one talk to the minor events committee and needed an additional 
$200 for security and IV theaters support has ask for another $100. In total asking for $300 more. 
Event is Monday March 1st so time sensitive. 

 
5. Cindy Lopez: Associated Director of Administration for AS, here to say final numbers for 
Haiti donations. They had the concert a week ago by CALPIRG and Human Rights Group was 
working on and they raised $2,439.17 and its in the account and legislative council would match, 
and total is $4,878.34 and other donations raised, this is a little unofficial because the money is in 
but just want to make sure with the matching, we raised $24, 947.94. When you process through 
PayPal, and deal with credit cards there is a 3.6% deduction for PayPal. As for matching we will 
match the gross amount. Total for now $49,669.96 is going towards Direct Relief International 
and Lambi fund. 

 
Alexandra Onodera: Do we know how much has come in from BCCs? 
 
Cindy Lopez: Yes, it is around $7,000. 
 
Barbara De La Torre: PayPal still takes away $300 even though it’s going towards Haiti? 
 
Cindy Lopez: It costs that much to process a credit card; it’s the cost of doing business.  
 
6. Joel Mandujano: My proxy is here until 7:00 pm. I have about 5 bills and resolutions for this 
week’s agenda if I’m not here to present them or my proxy is not here to speak on them I’m 
going to ask to have the author switch to someone. I have the Bill to Restructure SIIRC, I did 
some changes. Someone add resolution to demand UCSB and UCSD administration to meet their 
students needs. This is regarding the Compton cookout. It’s for the demands of the black 
students and need to fulfill the needs of minority students. 
 
Chloe Stryker: How is this one different from Veronicas? 
 
Joel Mandujano: Mine is UCSD hers is UCSB, show how racist’s parties are across campuses. 

 
7. Jarred Ornelas: Hi I am the Community Labor coordinator from the EVPLA office. I am 
here to speak on a bill that me and Fabian authored. The bill is #2 on new business. On some 
background information, the union in mid January received that the workers were going get a 4% 
cut and trying to meet with administration to work on alternative solutions to that. At first 
administration refused to meet with them, and after receiving emails that we worked on with 
professors, right now there is a controversy about some flyers that were put out and the 
administration without any proof said that “we know who did it “ we are not going to meet until 
you apologize. The first fact of the matter is that you shouldn’t apologize for something you 



didn’t do, and with a legal apology they can attack AFSCME. The workers are getting a price cut 
on March 1st. Mark Fisher asked why they can’t push the time cut and he said “its going to 
happen why delay it” 

 
Jake Elwood: What does the acronym stand for and where were the cartoons? 
 
Jarred Ornleas: American Federal of State and County municipal employees. It was pictures of 
administrators and posted around campus, we don’t know who it is. 
 
8) Speaker: I would like to speak on resolution 022410-80 “A Resolution to Encourage the 
Investigation of Student Funded Speakers”. This would apply to all future events. The purpose of 
this resolution is that those making the decisions especially financial should know more about 
whom the speaker is an investigation should be done.  
 
9) Husain Hassan: I am from the Rec Center Governance Board, I am the chair. We have been 
moving a lot of ICA events into the Rec Center and notice it’s been raining and this rain is 
shutting down ROB gym (its falling apart) the building is leaking and no one wants to fix it 
because it’s going to cost a lot. They don’t want to fix it because scared it might lead to more 
damages which means more money spent. We are upset about that but we are willing to 
accommodate ICA sports. We are updating stuff at the Rec Center. The planning for building a 
new turf field has been delayed because of bureaucratic mess. Might see some kids at the Rec 
Center, the board approved this, it’s a joint effort. 
 
MOTION made by Josue Aparicio, and SECONDED by Jason Lopez, to extend Husain 
Hassan’s time by 15 minutes. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Husain Hassan: We Have approved events from hockey tournaments to swim lessons and pilot 
swim programs in Rec pools, the pool events in late April and May and continue on to summer. 
We have pilot programs that encourage parents to bring their kids in to learn how to swim. This 
brings a lot of revenue for the Rec Center. We do this only when no conflicts with other student 
rooms and during low student usage time. This builds community, they like us more. Also, an 
introductory period for everyone, if kids come their parents will come, and they will sign up for 
longer activities, which bring us more money.  
 
My second topic I would like to complain about parking and night and weekends parking passes. 
They have taken away the option of receiving it for free and now we are paying fees on this. 
They moved their meetings around and do not tell us. The principle of the matter is that my lock 
in fees should not have me pay $6 for parking.  
 
My third topic is regarding the UC Irvine 11. Having students with opposing views happens all 
over universities, UC Irvine brought a high profile speaker, and don’t you guys expect this? To 
punish them to the full extent of the law? Not fair. It’s a bit extreme 
 
Barbara De La Torre: Regarding the Rec Center swimming program, have you spoken to Kelly 
Hartle, she works with Clay at the EVPLA office and wants to start some swimming programs.  
 



Husain Hassan: These programs are brought to us by the swimming director. They want to do 
this to bring extra revenue.  But I will get in contact with Kelly. 
 
Charlie Arreola: The Rec Center you all voted on using some of the times for ICA, where is 
that money going now? 
 
Husain Hassan: When it rains they will come use our facilities. We don’t get any money out of 
it. We are using the open usage of the center. 
 
Charlie Wendle: Where is that money going now? 
 
Husain Hassan: It’s going to the Rec Center board.  
 
10) Alyssa: Hi,  I am here to present on behalf of CAB. We had our Care fair, our annual best 
buddies and Valentines dinner. This past weekend we had our CAB retreat. Projects we started 
and getting Volunteers to go to their elementary schools and play sports with them because their 
after school sports have been cuts. We also have adopt-a-grandparent project, where we partner a 
grandparent with a college student. As for upcoming projects, we have the “Walk for Good 
Times”, fundraise for kids who have cancer, want to spread our CAB love and next quarter have 
a volunteer recognition dinner and if we get a big enough committee we will try to invite CAB 
alumni for the first time.  
 
Veronica Smith: How do you become part of the adopt-a-grandfather? 
 
Alyssa: You can talk to us later. 
 
11) Audrey: I am also part of CAB but also the AS Child Care Coordinator. I am here to give 
you an update for this year’s grant. We were able to grant almost twice as many families then 
last year. We are trying to get grants available during summer, and trying to get forms out online. 
We are doing a parents’ night out quarterly. We will be holding that event next Friday at 5:00 pm 
at IV elementary. 

 
A.S. Committee & Ex-Officio Reports 
 
1) Chijoke: We are the newly appointed SIRRC co-chair. SIRRC began a Study-jam and book 
bank. We have also been working with outreach programs and help a high school. We are now 
building in the construction site.  
 
Jennifer Magana: SIRC wants to do it, which is the Student Initiative or Recruitment and 
Retention Committee, is to become the database so all of those outreach programs on campus 
and us can work together. We want to be a resource and contact other High Schools here and 
have a program called GUIDES. It’s a mentoring program and has mentees from High School. 
Study Jam is on March 10th. We will be meeting Thursday at 6:00 pm at the Annex building.  
 
Chris Wendle: You were internally appointed? Have you contacted anyone from Committee on 
Committee to make it official? 



 
Chijoke: My office hours are Monday 4-7:00 pm Office Hours, and yes we have spoken to 
them.  
 
2) Violeta: I am here to give you an end of quarter wrap up, over $9,000 collected for Haiti and 
you guys all matched. We sold 700 tickets. Want to reduce the usage of meat, so we have our 
meatless Mondays campaigns. The first meet was this Monday. All other dining commons are 
going beefless on Mondays. We will be tabling on Monday at all the commons to show why we 
are doing this. March 2nd we have a green chef’s competition, where you have to cook vegetarian 
food. April 24th is Earth Day. Environmental Justice is partnering with Just Communities. After 
Copenhagen we will have a climate conference it’s a two day conference, April 9 and 10th. April 
9th the conference will be in Corwin Pavilion all day long. Not all the speakers are confirmed yet; 
we are trying to get Henry Waxman here. On Saturday we teamed up with Spring Insight and 
they have never had an environmental track at Spring Insight.  
 
3) Emma: Hi, I am the new Managing Editor of the Bottom Line. We would like to request a bill 
to Restructure  The Bottom Line be added to New Business tonight. Last year a lot of people 
were hired without official position and we trying to correct that. The reason why more people 
were hired is because we needed people to run things more smoothly. We are requesting a multi 
media editor to be added to our staff. We also have an Executive manager editor and executive 
content editor. The student body will benefit because our overall coverage will be more in depth 
and more frequent. 
 
Fabian Gallardo: Are you working on distributing the Bottom Line in more places on campus. 
 
Emma: Yes, we are also creating a separate distribution director who will find more places to 
put the paper to increase our circulation.  
 
4) Timothy Benson: I sent out an email but we are meeting tomorrow with some administrations 
from the library. We want to make it more users friendly and want students input. If you have 
any suggestions please let me know. Also stop by ETU on Friday we will be giving away free 
locks and free window locks, and this could be a good chance for you guys to see how well our 
office hours have worked outside.  

 
Executive Director’s Report:  
 
Marisela Marquez: Some ongoing issues with out internal audit. We are at the stage where we 
are basically in an exit interview of our internal audit, they presented me with a draft of what 
they think their report is going to contain and I have to respond to that and they identified of the 
audit, then they finalize the audit by the end of March. You will be presented with the audit 
report at that time.  We are seeking to recruit a cash manager, assisting in the distributing of bus 
stickers, tickets and publications are increasing every day and now that the bike shop is back in 
its former location it is receiving a huge amount of workload. This new cashier is going to do 
both. He or she will be supporting the existing ticket office and the cash management for the bike 
shop. In terms of the issue on AS Haiti relief, I would like to ask some direction from JC on how 
to proceed. We are ready to close off that work. What I need a person or two to work with me 



directly to close the deal on it. I know Chloe and Adam started the ball rolling; we want to make 
a meeting happen soon to finish this up We have a new issue and that has to do with particular 
BCC who are taking students to conference and who are doing off campus events. We want to 
generate a code of conduct and looking at this as an agreement that everyone goes through an off 
campus travel experience through AS, reads and signs and if there are any violation then the 
BCC would work with that group or students on a punishment. Some of the BCC’s are already 
doing this; I took a look and shaped some of it. We are looking to add a sexual harassment piece. 
The bike shop grand opening was pretty amazing.  

 
Alex Marroquin: For the diversity training I’m not sure if it’s going to happen, he is going to 
come next quarter, in May.  
 
Marisela Marquez:  I asked the folks to do diversity training after the sexual harassment 
training, they have a date on the calendar, and I’ll confirm that date and send it to you.  
 
Adam Goldman: I’ll be happy to work with you on the Haiti Fund, and I’ll talk to Chloe 
 
Marisela Marquez: OK we need to do it ASAP, Friday or Monday. 
 
Abigail Onodera: You said that diversity might be schedules for next Friday? That’s the day of 
declaration for candidacy 
 
Marisela Marquez: So maybe propose a second date? Give me a date, they are waiting. 
 
Executive Officer Reports 
 
Charlie Arreola, President: This weekend is a few delegations from UCSB are going to 
Sacramento. This week I will be putting a proposal for the President’s Council and talk about 
Presidents review of shared governance and relations to their academic senate. I want to see what 
the relations are between students and academic senates. There are far more important closed 
meetings that are being held on campus that deal with more important topics such as the ones 
done on the academic senate’s board. I want to call students groups to these meetings. Hopefully 
we can come up with a resolve and send that to the Office of President. Second, I met with chief 
Olsen and passing around a document on what we talked about, bike safety and culture of bike 
stealing in IV. This proposal is an investment that AS would support of having trackers so we 
can find those who steal them. Parents are asking what AS is doing, especially with freshmen’s 
with bikes being stolen. The tracker is a three inche device and will be put underneath the bike 
seat. We’re trying to take a stance against this. Next, Joel and other people were looking at 
resolution regarding the Compton cookout. Last week the President of UCSD decided to freeze 
the funding for all of their media sources; 33 media outlets.  
 
Fourth update, CCBS at the beginning of quarter we look at what is going on with the campus 
and what are we going to do to budget crisis. CLAS was something that the faculty was not very 
strong about supporting. There have been emails that have been going out. So they talk about 
potential merger between Rec Sports and ICA but they don’t talk about putting funds towards 
CLAS. When we look at where the money comes from these departments a lot of it comes from 



referendum dollars. The committee is looking at how they can phase out state dollars coming in 
and how those services can be funded fully by referenda dollars. What this means is that more 
students have to be taxed to get the money they need, because if they cut those services, we will 
not be happy because we know we need them. Bringing to your attention our LC takes an activist 
role and lobby for CCBS and let them know that it’s not ok to take away our CLAS classes. If 
interested to help me out, at least one member on CCBS, there are 26 people that sit on CCBS, 
need to secure the dollars for this program. First week of March is the next CCBS meeting. We 
can let them know we are not going to back down. There was a panelist, a second year R.A., 
some students try to find outlets outside of IV. I’m creating a focus group with any other students 
and want to look at long term plans for the UCen. Can we get a 24 hr UCen? We will try and get 
input from these students. We will be meeting next week. Sixth, I met with Allan Curby, Jake 
and Adam and discussed whether we need projectors or TVs to see if the audience can be more 
aware. 
 
Abigail Cordova: For the 24 hour UCen, is it a study or recreation room? 
 
Charlie Arreola: I don’t know, that’s what I want to get from the focus room 
 
Veronica Smith: When it’s the meeting for the focus group, we are planning it next week; I’ll 
send it to you.  
 
Chris Wendle, Internal Vice President: Regarding Honoraria, I sent the revised form, due to 
the front desk by Friday 4 pm. Please answer the questions truthfully, and for those of who are 
on the Honoraria Committee, thinking of completing Honoraria on Sunday at 7:00 pm. The 
ballot language of the four initiatives were proposed, fixed up career service lot, their statement 
was more of a pro statement. We did pass the language for counseling services, and did pass 
career services. CLAS was not approved yet. This Friday we will be finalizing the ballot 
language. As for parking, if you have any problems I will go ahead and related those questions to 
the committee. Bike shop opening was great, great student turn out. ICA: I did email him and 
asked if he is able to come and did not hear back. I asked regarding the radio and Extra issue. 
Next for Corum it’s all elected officials. The blog Fabian wants to get it going. It someone wants 
to make a presentation on explaining on how to use the blog, Fabian will do it. Issue regarding 
UCSD, present on AS side of things, the president did take action, its having a ripple effect, and 
at UCI there was a protest today about certain phrases used on campus. It’s an important issue 
for us to look at. We will go into details later on in the meeting 
 
Timothy Benson: You mentioned parking and it’s a broken system. What can we do as 
Legislatives to make it better? 
 
Chris Wendle: It would be nice if we can get a resolution on what we are not happy with and 
see a change, there is a legal issue because the night and weekend was voted by the students and 
now we are being charged. 
 
Clay Carlson: Charlie and I are going to talk to Marc Fisher, so if you guys can pass a 
resolution on what would u like to see, so when we can go into this meeting more prepared.  
 
 



External Vice President of Local Affairs: Clay Carlson 
Lara Henry (on behalf of Clay): IV Rec and Park meeting tomorrow at 7:00 pm in IVRPD 
office.  Clay is meeting with Doraine to talk about violations of the fire code and IV houses. We 
have our new EVPLA t-shirts to get our office out there, to have people join on Chilla Vista. For 
IV liaison to design the skate park and going through all the funding if interested please let 
myself or Cory know. The Labor Coordinator is working on the March 4th day of action and 
working with EAB and everyone going to be biking downtown to do a demonstration. Time cut 
will be on Monday. Our even coordinator decided they are going to take on the west campus 
erosion, we are wondering if that is what student dollars should be going for. Recyclomania is 
going on right now, there is a kick off on Saturday from 1:00pm and there will be a fashion 
show. Chilla Vista our coordinator is working to have a sustainable event. Housing Coordinator 
working on the census and major update is that there will be the federal census come to Pardall 
on April 9 from 3-6:00 pm. Have a safety campaign and giving away window and laptop locks. 
Chilla Vista is now M8th and if its final and goes to registration for spring election. Halloween 
coordinator is working with stats teacher to get a campus wide survey and get feedback on what 
people think about Halloween and see how many have attended Halloween. Barbara working on 
Floatopia and banners are being designed and a post card will be mailed to all IV residents to talk 
about our concerns. 
 
Mike Hewitt: Why was EAB denied? 
 
Elizabeth Farrington: Not all the people in EAB know the full effects that Floatopia has. 
 
Lara Henry: I wanted to ask a question. Are we for putting some students dollar to the bluff 
erosion of the west campus.  
 
Beth Goodman: How much money is it? 
 
Lara: Around $100,000 plus. 
 
Mike Hewitt: Is this what you were talking about Marisela? 
 
Marisela Marquez: The mission of the Costal Fund is to work on and dedicate funds to that, 
funds that we have is to build up the trail that is on top. The bluff erosion is not apart of that and 
it is already a lock-in. 
 
Mike Hewitt: So for the bike path? Is lily working on that? 
 
Lara Henry: Yes, with Costal Fund. 
 
Kelsey Fisher, Student Advocate General: I have a collaborate update. I was curious to see 
what student jobs there were and if they have hired more and by the spring quarter they will have 
students’ working week 40 hours per week. The email I sent out tells you which jobs are 
available. I met with Stephen to see if we could put the contact information of the Office of the 
Student Advocate on the formal write-up letters for the Residence Halls. I will be meeting with 
Judicial Affairs tomorrow.  
 



Group Project Reports 
 
Veronica Smith: Need to pass out flyers for my event so you can go to your BCCs, if you are in 
a OSL group, Sorority, and/or Fraternity, please tell me so I can give you extra. Please tell 
people to come to my event. 
 
Daniel Gradias: Is it a meet and greet? Had a media relations meeting today and chair brought 
up info about advertising for your event, and they are down to get some posters and Dignio and it 
will not come out your funds. 
 
Veronica Smith: Yes, that would be great. I am sending out a University announcement. I have 
Digino and have a poster planned for the tunnels.  
 
Acceptance of Agenda 
 
Chris Wendle: Strike LC 2/11 minutes. 
 
Adam Goldman:  Add Chris’ recommendation to the agenda and action item # 4: $300 
allocation to ASI. 

 
Chris Wendle: Also, I recommend we add under Action Items: #5 and #6, the SIIRC 
appointment and OSA appointment, under Action Item #7 Allocations of Haiti concert 
 
MOTION made by Alex Marroquin, and SECONDED by Stanley Tzankov to add to New 
Business #9 a Resolution to demand UCSB and UCSD administrations to meet their students 
needs (022410-82). MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 

 
Stanley Tzankov: Under new item a bill to add a senior class commissioner to the office of the 
president. 

  
MOTION made by Jasmine Davenport and SECONDED by Sammie Maramba-Ferrell to add a 
(022410-83) Resolution to Highlight the Social Responsibility of Freedom of Speech to New 
Business # 10. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Casey Capachi, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to add to New 
Business # 11 A Resolution to Restructure the Bottom Line. (022410-84) MOTION CARRIED 
BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Beth Goodman and SECONDED by Araceli Aceredo, to add under New 
Business item # 12, (022410-85) Bill to Add a Senior Class Commissioner to the President. 
MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 

 
MOTION made by Beth Goodman and SECONDED by Jake Elwood, to add to Action item # 4,  
$300 allocation to ASI, under Action Item #5 the SIRRC appointment, under Action Item # 6 



OSA appointment, and under Action Item #7 Allocations of Haiti concert. MOTION CARRIED 
BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Josue Aparicio and SECONDED by Beth Goodman to approve the agenda as 
amended. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Acceptance of Minutes 
 
MOTION made by Josue Aparicio, and SECONDED by Beth Goodman to move Finance Board 
Minutes 2/22, to put a one time exception stipulation for Students Stopping Rape food and close 
finance board minutes. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
Chris Wendle: Your special projects money did not get approved. There will be circumstances 
where people will ask for $300 for ASI we have about $500 in special projects so has to come 
out of unallocated. 
 
MOTION made by Beth Goodman, and SECONDED by Barbara De La Torre to approve all 
minutes, LC 2/3, 2/11, FB 2/22, SIRRC 2/11, 2/18, 2/21, SCORE 2/22, SL 2/18, QComm 2/18, 
ASPB 2/22, CAB 2/23. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Action Items 
1. Appointment of Jorge Solis and Ronnie Cox as A.S. Controllers 
 
Jake Elwood (author): I reserve my right.  Committee on committee interviewed both of them 
and they are great candidates and I move to approve.  
 
MOTION made by Jake Elwood, and SECONDED by Stanley Tzankov to approve Appointment 
of Jorge Solis and Ronnie Cox to A.S. Controllers. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Chris Wendle: We haven’t had an AS controller, they are responsible for looking over accounts, 
identifying dormant accounts. It’s a job that hasn’t been used so it is their job is to shape the job.  

 
2. Appointment of Hannah Anderson to Vice Chair of Internal Communication in Media 
Relations 
 
Daniel Gradias: I was talking to Hannah today and didn’t know she was applying to be vice 
Chair , she is now thinking about it, she would be good for the job, she is a hard worker, she 
needs to wait and see if she gets the Ostaff position.  
 
Chris Wendle: I was handed a form by Comm on Comm to have her approved, I think the email 
to her was sent out late.  
 
MOTION made by Adam Goldman, and SECONDED by Timothy Benson to table Appointment 
of Hannah Anderson to Vice Chair of Internal Communication in Media Relations for one week. 
MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 



3. Appointment of Jessie Huls to Chair of CODE 
 
MOTION made by Josue Aparicio, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to approve the 
appointment of Jessie Huls to the Chair of Code. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
4. Request of ASI of additional $300.  
 
MOTION made by Fabian Gallardo and SECONDED by Beth Goodman, to approve additional 
funding for  ASI of $300. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
  
5. Appointment for SIIRC 
 
MOTION made by Alex Marroquin, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to approve all SIIRC 
appointments; Chijioke Nze for Co-Chairs position, Jennifer Brenes for Co-Chairs position, Amy 
Martinez for Outreach Coordinators position, Nancy Gama for Outreach Coordinators position, 
Cynthia Rios for Community Builder, Guadalupe Cruz for Ourstorian/Publicity position, 
Angelica Qurarte for Secretary Position, Selina for Treasurer,  and Liliana Salazar for Media 
Coordinator. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
6. OSA appointment 
MOTION made by Fabian Gallardo, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to approve all OSA 
appointments: Omar el Sakka for Case Worker, Boau Shaw for Case Worker, Michael Colarossi 
for Head of University Division, Justin Galle as Case Worker and Michael Lowry as Case 
Worker. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
7. Allocation for Haiti Concert 
Chris Wendle: We would match up to $3,500. Only $2,439.17 was raised, so make it official 
that would be matching and identify where money is coming from. 
 
MOTION made by Jake Elwood, and SECONDED by Fabian Gallardo to suspend order of the 
date, go back to Acceptance of the Agenda, add to Action Item # 8 removal of Mandep as  Rally 
Comm Chair and reinstate the matters of the day. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Abigail Cordova, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to suspend order of 
the date, go back to Acceptance of the Agenda, add under Discussion Item # 2 the Diversity 
Training and reinstate the matters of the day. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Veronica Smith, and SECONDED by Fabian Gallardo to allocate the funds 
that we were going to match to take it out of spring unallocated. MOTION CARRIED BY 
CONSENT. 
 
Josue Aparicio: Some of us are going to our BCC and asking for funding, are you guys asking 
your BCCs? 
 
Chris Wendle: Committee on Committee. IVCRC gave $2,000, CAB is figuring out, Qcom, 
CBL gave $50, about $6,500 raised by AS BCCs and more money coming.  



 
Mike Hewitt: Marisela is it possible to take it out of capital reserve? 
 
Marisela Marquez: No not a good idea.  We are going to be reviewing all the funds that have 
been allocated; it is your best bet to put it for unallocated.  
 
7. Removal of Mandep. 
 
Chris Wendle: Email was sent to him that he was the chair, and there was no reply so suggested 
it be removed. 
 
MOTION made by Jake Elwood, and SECONDED by Chloe Stryker to remove Mandip from 
Rally Committee Chair. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Chris Wendle: Ok. so now looking for new Rally Committee Chair. AS is making more impact 
on spring insight and we need more volunteers.  
 
Old Business 
1. (021010:63) A Bill to Restructure SIRRC 
Chris Wendle: There is one copy. Author is Joel Mandujano and second is Alex Marroquin.  
 
Alex Marroquin: Created two recruitment and  two recruitments chairs help out with doing 
outreach with schools around schools.  
 
MOTION made by Chloe Stryker, and SECONDED by Jake Elwood to table (021010:63) A Bill 
to Restructure SIRRC for one week. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT 
 
2. (021010:67) A Bill to Restructure CAB Office 
 
Fabian Gallardo: I created the two coaches sports instead of chair and vice chair. And $2,250 
impact on Honoraria. 
 
Chloe Stryker: Reserve my Right. Constitution bylaws haven’t met for two weeks.  
 
MOTION made by Chloe Stryker, and SECONDED by Jasmine Davenport, to make the 
following amendments to (021010:67) A Bill to Restructure CAB Office. Under therefore the 
word two should be written before the number 2, under section E 2: the word 4 should be 
written, E 8: project should be lower case, E 12: should be “CAB meetings, foundations 
meetings” and cross out the “and” after meeting. Section N 1: letter K, the word two should be 
written before 2, section P1 meetings should be capitalized, section P2 the number one should be 
written before 1, same with section P 3. In section 6 there should be period after participate. In 
section Q 1, R1 and R2 meeting should be pluralized. Section R6 should be indented. Section S, 
citizen is spelled wrong. Section S1 meeting should be pluralized. Section S2 the word two 
should be written out before the number 2. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 

 



MOTION made by Jasmine Davenport, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to pass 
(021010:67) A Bill to Restructure CAB Office as amended. MOTION CARRIED WITH 
CONSENT. 
 
3. (021710:73) A Resolution to Condemn Acts of Intolerance that Suppress Free Speech 
 
Adam Goldman: The people who came in and spoke on how they felt about this, I let them talk. 
Has everyone had that chance to read the edited version? It is does not specify the Muslim 
community of students only address the 11 students. With Karl Rove coming tomorrow it is very 
imp we make this statement, we do think its ok for student to express themselves these students 
called Michael own a propagation of murder, at the event itself It is not good. We want to 
encourage controversial dialogue. We should support the actions of the UC spec UCI. 
 
Beth Goodman: To say that they were just opposing opinion is ridiculous; you didn’t need to 
yell out murder 
 
Josue Aparicio: If you keep the Muslim Associated Students, they know who was targeted to, 
and it might seem like we are only defending one side, we should not take a stand on this.  
 
Abigail Cordova: I agree with Josue. If we take a stance on one thing then we have to take a 
stance on different issues, they had freedom of speech I understand that, if political issues com to 
our meeting we are going to go back and forth 
 
Stanley Tzankov: I agree with the comments, I don’t like the second where as “the actions of 
the students embarrassed the UC”. I don’t think we should be addressing this.  
 
Sammie Maramba-Ferrell: I think stances can be ok when they are in support of people who 
are targeted, when we talk about president it’s dangerous when we empower police and 
especially when the action is civil disobedience. The resolution that jasmine and I brought forth 
brings awareness of the social responsibility that comes with attending to such events. I think 
opinions are ok, and we need to be aware and that opinions are response towards those who are 
targeted.  
 
Jamie Silverstein: I reserve my right. I explained last week why it should not be brought up. It’s 
a response to another bill that was passed. Our goal shouldn’t be to pass bills that are destructive; 
its intention was to support free speech there is other ways to do this.  
 
MOTION made by Jamie Silverstein, and SECONDED by Abigail Cordova to not pass to not 
pass (021710:73) A Resolution to Condemn Acts of Intolerance that Suppress Free Speech. 
MOTION CARRIED BY VOTE (18-2-1) 
 
Discussion on table: 
 
Adam Goldman: I respect everyone opinions, targeting special group which group is that 
specifically? That it does seem that way this is issued to the general public it will be this and not 
the old bill, it is important that we take a stand on this. When we invite people to our campus we 



owe them a form of respect. What these students was out of line, that’s mine, the universities and 
police’s opinion. I got a text from someone talking about how they are planning on walking out 
of this event. That is a legitimate threat, I do think it’s necessary for us to take a political stand 
on this, and we are students the educated people of our future. This is important and turning this 
down I disagree.  
 
Veronica Smith: Reserve my Right. I see from different sides of this and people have different 
scales of what is going too far. I’m on the lower scale. In my opinion it was ridiculous, the 
students got up and shouted something, there was no violence. I agree with everyone it’s not our 
place on something this controversial.  
 
New Business 
 
1. (022410:74) A Bill To Restructure SCORE 
 
Alex Marroquin: Making changes to make sure they get honoraria. They have three chairs that 
don’t get paid. Want to recognize their positions and have them apply for honoraria. 
 
MOTION made by Veronica Smith, and SECONDED by Sammie Maramba-Ferrell, to table 
(022410:74) A Bill To Restructure SCORE for one week. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT.  
 
2. (022410:75) A Resolution in Support of AFSCME Worker’s 
Fabian Gallardo: The workers want documents that UC will not release on them, the workers 
want to see if they can provide more funding to keep their pay instead of a 4% decrease. Want to 
postpone the cut until all the options have been viewed and analyzed. 
 
Abigail Cordova: Are you going to CC this to administration? 
 
Fabian Gallardo: Yes. 
 
Veronica Smith: Any protest? 
 
Fabian Gallardo: They had some in the last couple of weeks 
 
Jamie Silverstein: I don’t know enough about this. I’m hesitant. I want to see all the facts, and 
from both sides 
 
Fabian Gallardo: I’m going off what they have told me.  
 
Abigail Cordova: What did the flyers say? 
 
Fabian Gallardo: It included Chancellor Yang and Marc Fisher, and have condescending stuff 
 
Veronica Smith: Charlie presented this, haven’t heard from Human Resources, if Charlie 
presented this and believes in this. Their hours are being rearranged and a pay cut? 
 



Fabian Gallardo: The flyers they used that as an excuse to walk out of the meeting and ask for 
an apology 
 
MOTION made by Chloe Stryker, and SECONDED by Sammie Maramba-Ferrell to amend the 
(022410:75) Resolution in Support of AFSCME Worker’s. After all options… options should be 
plural and the whereas should have “,and”, and a period after fatigue.  

 
Mike Hewitt: This is detailed and vague, we should support it. I need clarification about the last 
where as.  
 
Fabian Gallardo: Listen to all the AFSCME options.  

 
MOTION made by Chloe Stryker and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to strike the last where 
as and add AFSME in front of “Encourage administration to meet with AFSCME workers 
openly” in the last sentence. Also amend to have an “,and;” after everywhere. MOTION 
CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Chloe Stryker, and SECONDED by Daniel Gradias to pass (022410:75) A 
Resolution in Support of AFSCME Worker’s as amended. MOTION PASSED WITH 
CONSENT.  
 
3. (022410:76) A Bill to Restructure Coastal Fund By-Laws 
 
Elizabeth Farrington: Doesn’t have the space in honoraria, and work with him next week, 
suggest we table. 
 
Stanley Tzankov: What is under section D, “should be nominated by the AS President” what’s 
the point of striking that? 
 
Elizabeth Farrington: It doesn’t happen. 
 
MOTION made by Beth Goodman and SECONDED by Elizabeth Farrington to table 
(022410:76) A Bill to Restructure Coastal Fund By-Laws for one week. MOTION CARRIED 
BY CONSENT. 
 
4. (022410:77) A Bill to Restructure the Financial Policies Regarding Travel  
 
MOTION made by Jamie Silverstein, and SECONDED by Josue Aparicio, to table (022410:77) 
A Bill to Restructure the Financial Policies Regarding Travel for one week. MOTION 
CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
5. (022410:78) A Resolution to Fight Against Events in Isla Vista Targeting Students in the 
UCSB Population 
 
Veronica Smith: This is regarding the event that happened, called the Gangster Party and there 
was small protest outside of it, there has been a history at this campus where parties are held that 



are targeting certain groups and this is saying that we are against these events and we will stand 
with those who are fighting against these events. 
 
Araceli Aceredo: I hope you all pass this. 
 
Chris Wendle: One of the issues brought up this week in our working meeting,  
 
Timothy Benson: Was it a specific frat or just some kids throwing a party? 
 
Araceli Aceredo: The same people had it 2 years ago. 
 
Veronica Smith: I don’t think it was that widely publicized the first Facebook picture was a 
chimp holding a gun, it’s just offensive. There are a lot of people who can fall into this particular 
event and I tried to make it broad so we take a stance on the whole issue.  
 
MOTIION made by Timothy Benson, and SECONDED by Chloe Stryker to approve 
(022410:78) A Resolution to Fight Against Events in Isla Vista Targeting Students in the UCSB 
Population. MOTION amended by Elizabeth Farrington, and SECONDED by Araceli Aceredo 
to un-bold the first therefore. AMENDMENT CARRIED BY CONSENT. MOTION CARRIED 
BY CONSENT. 
 
 
6. (022410:79) A Bill to Restructure Student Lobby Again 
 
Chris Wendle: Author is Abigail Cordova, and new second is Alex Marroquin. 
 
Josue Aparicio: When do they have elections, at the end of the year? 
 
Araceli Aceredo: Yes the chair nominates somebody and then they vote, this makes it more 
democratic 
 
MOTION made by Adam Goldman, and SECONDED by Timothy Benson to table (022410:79) 
A Bill to Restructure Student Lobby Again for one week. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT 
 
7. (022410:80) A Resolution to Encourage the Investigation of Student Funded Speakers 
 
MOTION made by Abigail Cordova, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman, to table (022410:80) 
A Resolution to Encourage the Investigation of Student Funded Speakers for one week. 
MOTION PASSED WITH CONSENT. 
 
8. (022410:81) A Resolution to Demand Further Transparency 
 
Chris Wendle: Alex Marroquin is now first and Araceli Aceredo is the second. 
 



Alex Marroquin: This was sent to college republicans to reconsider how they are doing their 
questions portion. We want an open microphone. They can hide the questions that the people 
want to ask. 
 
Jamie Silverstein: The problem is that someone is going to say something stupid it would be 
stupid, this is about having a sophisticated conversation. By voting no you are voting no on free 
speech. They should have take steps to invite other people to filter questions.  

 
MOTION made by Timothy Benson, and SECONDED by Barbara De La Torre to approve 
Veronica Smith as pro-temp. MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 

 
Alexandra Onodera: I agree that people should be able to express their thoughts. If it was just 
an open microphone it could get out of hand. I don’t know how College Republicans can feel 
about doing that, but they will ask every question that is asked.  

 
Mike Hewitt: One of the ideas that was brought up was people go around and hand out 
microphone to people and then people can cut them off if too long, so they should cut off the 
microphone when they go on with profanity.  

 
Barbara De La Torre: Committee is important, if people could text the question to somebody. 
What if a question comes up when you are listening to the speaker, you can’t submit it a week 
before, it’s not even publicized that much. 

 
Beth Goodman: We are going over the question tonight. I’m going to suggest that we do get a 
sheet of paper and submit it and they are not going to give microphones to people, I’m going to 
ask if we can submit Q. The questions aren’t going to be asked by republicans. People ask 
questions that are 15 lines long and are accusatory questions; they are not going to be included. 
 
Casey Capachi: Maybe they can have a box upon entry where people can submit questions, and 
put a time period on when the box will be closed, and people can input questions because to get 
an usher’s attention is annoying. 
 
Marisela Marquez: Does someone have the contract. 
 
Josue Aparicio: It had no stipulation it was just a number and the amount they agreed. 
 
Marisela Marquez: Because we do this all the time, if someone is delivering a lecture, it’s to 
their discretion if they want to take questions. If they are not bound by the contract to debate in 
questions they don’t need to. 
 
Casey Capachi: Can we look into having a box? 
 
Beth Goodman: I’ll talk to them tonight. 
 
Timothy Benson: Reserve my Right. I like the resolution. This could be an opportunity for 
UCSB to engage in dialogue in superior speaker. This sets a present to future speakers.  



 
MOTION made by Timothy Benson, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to approve 
(022410:81) A Resolution to Demand Further Transparency. VOTE TO VOTE (13-1). MOTION 
CARRIED BY VOTE (9-3-2) 
 
Jamie Silverstein: Reserve my Right. I see it’s a powerful statement that we do pass Casey’s 
recommendation to get a question box.   
 
Alexandra Onodera: I don’t think the box is a good idea unless someone is watching it at all 
times. Also this is a good time to bring back my bill that got tabled.  
 
MOTION made by Michael Hewitt, and SECONDED by Alex Marroquin to reconsider 
(022410:77) A Bill to Restructure the Financial Policies Regarding Travel. MOTION CARRIED 
BY CONSENT. 
 
Discussion on Bill. 
 
Alexandra Onodera: Just because this year we saw a lot of BCC come to Finance Board asking 
to travel and every year we have a budget hearing and we determining how much they are going 
to use to travel. We understand stuff happens and more expenses come up. This year it was been 
a ridiculous year and I wanted to put a cap on $5,000 per BCC per year.  
 
Chris Wendle: The new second is Timothy Benson. 
 
Alex Marroquin: The $5,000 cap what if the BCC comes and ask for more, will Finance Board 
really consider it or just saying they will 
 
Alexandra Onodera: Once they exceed that cap they have to find money elsewhere, such as 
fundraising. 
 
Veronica Smith: How many organizations or BCC’s  have come up asking for more than $5,000 
this year. Want to see if the $5,000 is reasonable.  
 
Alexandra Onodera: the BCC that have come are asking for more than $5000. I don’t have the 
numbers. So it can be tabled.  
 
Mike Hewitt: A one-time exception for next year, since we have already passed the budget for 
next year. And we promoted that they should be as precise as possible, which can allow a 
mistake catch.  
 
Alexandra Onodera: I did send this to all the FB members before I added it to the agenda, and 
they all approved it.  
 
MOTION made by Alex Marroquin, and SECONDED by Abigail Cordova, to table (022410:77) 
A Bill to Restructure the Financial Policies Regarding Travel for one week. MOTION 
CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 



 
9. ( 022410:81) A Resolution to Demand UCSB and UCSD administration to pay attention 
to their students needs. 
 
Alex Marroquin: SD has the cookout and that was bad and the SRTV is the equivalent to our 
bottom line and not only did they support the cookout, but are very offensive. The President took 
away their funds. That we support and we want to you to hold them accountable, they are 
mocking people now, and objectifying to women and race now. Other students send the demands 
that they wanted and that we support their demand and us as LC should not allow these actions to 
be tolerated and it is racist. 
 
Chris Wendle: It’s a student run TV station and all funded by AS and it’s interesting to watch 
AS reaction to all this.  There are 3 groups on Facebook regarding the Compton cook out. One is 
condemning, one is in favor and one is I just don’t care about this. It is receiving a lot of 
attention especially in San Diego.  
 
Chris Wendle: What I have heard is that there was a Compton cookout, Pike was responsible 
for it. The Facebook event was very derogatory and had offensive wording in it, the party 
happened and the Koala TV defended the Compton cookout and said some stuff on air and that 
film can’t be found in their studio. So the president stopped funding to all 33 media groups 
because he wants to visit all groups to see how the funds are being used. It’s a huge free speech 
issue. But other side is saying that they are going way too far into this. 
 
Alex Marroquin: This bill is against the act. 
 
Veronica Smith: Reserve my right. It’s a very offensive issue. Compton has been a place where 
there has been a lot of Latino people that have come into that community.  
 
MOTION made by Veronica Smith, and SECONDED by Jasmine Davenport to amend the bill 
where the sixth where as “These parties specifically target the black communities…” I would 
change to “…target communities color”. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
MOTION made by Jamie Silverstein, and SECONDED by Abigail Cordova to pass (022410-82). 
A Resolution to Demand UCSB and UCSD Administration to Pay attention to their Students 
Needs. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
10. (022410-83) A Resolution to Highlight the Social Responsibility of Freedom of Speech 
 
MOTION made by Abigail Cordova, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to table (022410-83) 
A Resolution to Highlight the Social Responsibility of Freedom of Speech for one week. 
MOTION CARRIED BY CONSENT. 
 
Jake Hewitt: Reserve my right. I want to see the second where as deleted. It’s politicizing it. 
 
11. (022410-84) Bill to Restructure The Bottom Line 
 



Casey Capachi: The Bottom Line went on a massive reconstruction and adding new editors, and 
wants to get the word out about their paper. They are currently working on the website. I wanted 
to be tabled to review it.  
 
Chris Wendle: New second is Mike Hewitt.  
 
Alexandra Onodera: Reserve my right. Does this bill takes into account all of the honoraria 
changes 
 
Casey Capachi: Yes. 
 
MOTION made by Alexandra Onodera, and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to table (022410-
84) Bill to Restructure Bottom line for one week. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
Araceli Aceredo: Are they going to have more issues? Like weekly? 
 
Casey Capachi: No, they are more of an in depth newspaper and an alternative newspaper.  
 
12)   (022410-85)  A Bill to Add a Senior Class Commissioner to  the Office of the President 
 
MOTION made by Jamie Silverstein and SECONDED by Alex Marroquin to motion to table 
(022410-85)   A Bill to Add a Senior Class Commissioner to  the Office of the President for one 
week.  
 
Discussion 
 
1. Athletics (Goldman) 
Chris Wendle: Wanted athletics director to come but he is not here.  
 
MOTION by Tim to end discussion item # 1. SECONDED by Alex Marroquin. CARRIED BY 
CONSENT. 
 
2) Diversity Training: 
 
Abigail Cordova: It says in Legal code supposed to have it in the 6th week of fall quarter.  
 
MOTION made by Abigail Cordova, and SECONDED by Araceli Aceredo to have the diversity 
training to happen before the end of the year. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
Chris Wendle: For future year, I am going to recommend that they make it a part of the retreat 
of the retreat so when it says that it has to be made by the 6th week that will be met. This year it 
didn’t happen. My recommendation is to allow for us to say that we will hold the diversity retreat 
by the end of 8tth week. Not changed in the legal code.  
 



Alexandra Onodera: I don’t see the point of having a deadline if we are not going to abide by 
it. Most of the time the bills or resolutions aren’t time sensitive so they could wait until next 
week. It’s our responsibility to get things done on time and we shouldn’t table everything 
 
Chris Wendle: From the administrative side of doing this it would help a lot if we could do all 
this by their deadlines.  
 
Alex Marroquin: Some people were absent this year, will they get diversity training too?  
 
Chris Wendle: Next president will deal with it. 
 
Timothy Benson: We should make a push to get these done, shouldn’t just skim through our 
emails.  
 
Chris Wendle: There are a group of students who are here at 5 and we have to act professional 
and be here on time. 
 
Araceli Aceredo: We should email whoever is not here about what we discussed. 
 
Alexandra Onodera: I think we should leave for good reasons. Also, I don’t understand where 
our position is on certain topics. Is it our place to comment on what they are doing? We 
shouldn’t be reprehending other people if we are not there, and if it’s not our school.  
 
Chris Wendle: It’s up to you. 
 
Jamie Silverstein: Reserve my right I agree with what you said. We don’t know all the facts so 
it’s not our place to make decisions. I would ask people to restrain themselves from writing bills 
concerning political issues.  
 
MOTION made by Jamie Silverstein, and SECONDED by Abigail Cordova to end discussion. 
MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 
Representative Reports 
 
Abigail Cordova: AB didn’t meet. Elections met today, we are doing the Logistics for the 
declaration of candidacy on March 4th. It’s mandatory if you want to run. We will go through the 
whole folder process and right now we are doing all the advertising and posters. Last date to turn 
in you papers is the day before Thursday before 4:00 pm.  
 
Jamie Silverstein: ASPB met and going to have Extravaganza. They have a new president, 
Justin and the old one is abroad 
 
Alexandra Onodera: Finance Board met. We didn’t have anything controversial. We funded a 
Students Stopping Rape. This Monday is the last meeting of the quarter. We funded $24,000 to 
make up the matching for Haiti and took it out of spring, but not sure.  
 



Araceli Aceredo: What happens when BCCs or someone comes to us and asks us for money? 
 
Alexandra Onodera: It comes out of unallocated? 
 
Mike Hewitt: Chancellors Sustainability Committee met last Thursday and presented by the 
UCOP and commended UCSB on a lot of work but lacking in alternative transportation and 
leading the way in energy transportation. Greeks Gone Green had the largest meeting had 20 
people showed up. I’ll be moving on the multi-cultural fraternities and Sororties and having 
Recyclmania.  
 
Veronica Smith: RHA met yesterday. The date for All Hall Ball has been moved to end of May 
due to all the controversy. Take Back the Night; I have flyers we are just planning our month of 
April. April is a huge month. We are coordinating with students stopping rapes, putting a lot of 
speakers. This is for Take Back the Mic where we want student performers to talk about sexual 
assaults.  
 
Adam Goldman: Comm on Comm met and appointed those two guys for controller. Decided 
that George would be the senior controller and Ronnie would be the junior controller and he’s a 
junior. Committee on student well being doesn’t exist.  
 
Alexandra Onodera:  Seeing that KT was left as chair of COPS has Comm On Comm. done 
anything? 
 
Adam Goldman: I have class during the meetings so I don’t know.  
 
Daniel Gradias: Recycling committee is having the fashion show this Saturday it’s in 
Anasquoyo Park from 1 to 3:00 or 4:00. If it does rain we are going to do it on Sunday. There is 
going to be models, DJ and food. Media Relations trying to get together a press conference to 
have the Haiti’s checks delivered to the funds. Going to get Big Checks and getting a big banner. 
Also go back to your BCCs and tell them that we can advertise.  
 
Beth Goodman: Business services don’t exist and Honoraria can’t meet on Friday. We will be 
having a Chila Vista meeting on Monday at 8:00 pm in Main office.  
 
Barbara De La Tore: IVCRC we funded some people, we had our retreat where we restructured 
the whole thing again. We are not going to put it in legal code. As far as Floatopia if anybody 
can help me out with the Digino and the flush I would appreciate it. The website should be up 
soon.  
 
Alex Marroquin: UCSA conference this week. With RHA Josue mentioned he was talking to 
Willy Brown and the resident halls might be empty because cutting back on enrollment, or 
maybe not. I spoke with Professor Johnson if she could be a keynote speaker if she could bring 
Chuck Dee.  
 



Araceli Aceredo: Student Lobby this weekend in Sacramento. AS bikes had our auction and our 
opening and happy about that. Student lobby with the legal code that all the officers are gaining 
office hours.  
 
Veronica Smith: Don’t forget to pass around the flyers; I made a Facebook group too. 
 
Timothy Benson: We are giving away lot of stuff at IVTU, come by, meetings are on Tuesday 
at 5:00 pm above graphic art 
 
Jasmine Davenport: RHA gave funding to the Women of Color of Conference is coming at the 
end of April, Wednesday at 9:00 pm at the Multi-Cultural room if you want to get involved. The 
5th and 6th is the monologue. Women’s committee is going to have arts and crafts and ask for 
donations to give to Haiti. Also going to start a no make-up March campaign. Financial Aid met 
today they will be decreasing enrollment, from 4,400 to 3,900. Cal Grant is increasing, 23% in 
recipients of financial increase, 10% increase in financial aid. Going to disperse over 
$220,000,000. Don’t have any statistics on how many students dropped out.  
 
Casey Capachi: The Bottom Line is doing great, thanks for tabling the bill.  
  
Alexandra Onodera: My classes are closing, and even though there are open spots they close it 
so you can’t add. 
 
Chris Wendle: They are doing this so you can use www.waitlist.ucsb.edu. Each department is 
doing their own thing. I would write a resolution and have Kelsey look into that, and say that this 
is a common student issue.  
 
Marisela Marquez: The campus is not aware of a lot of the things that you all do weekly, I was 
wondering you all could quantify the number of hours you all spend in your BCCs, so we could 
track it, and see how many hours are done by the student body and let people know.  
 
Chris Wendle:  I think that is a great idea, people love numbers. 
 
Remarks 
Chris Wendle: One more meeting this quarter and seven and a half meetings next quarter. I will 
not tolerate any elections shirts during elections weeks.  
 
Adjournment 
 
Roll Call: 
Chris Wendle 
Timothy Benson 
Jasmine Davenport 
Casey Capachi 
Veronica Smith 
Abby Cordova 
Proxy for Joel 



Jamie Silverstein 
Alexandra Onodera 
Mike Hewitt 
Adam Goldman 
Daniel Gradias 
Beth Goodman 
Barbara De La Torres 
Alex Marroquin 
Araceli Aceredo. 
 
 
MOTION made by Beth Goodman and SECONDED by Adam Goldman to adjourn the meeting 
at 9:30 pm. MOTION CARRIED WITH CONSENT. 
 


